Interactive Session Plan ™

Session date Week 1&2 (Practice 1)

Coach

Team/Age Group

U9s
Time available

Passing/Receiving, Possession, Coordination and Balance
Theme

NOTES
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-Start with the speed ladder on right side; feet are hip-width apart and pressure is on the power
pads of the feet
-Step laterally with your leading foot into the first box and follow with your trailing foot into the
first box
-Step laterally with your leading foot into the second box, followed by your trailing foot into the
second box; continue down the ladder
-Move to the left side and repeat
This works on lateral movement
2-4 reps down and back
- Player A passes to player B who has checked from cone (defender) towards ball. Player B must
receive and play player C with their second touch. Player C receives and uses a 1v1 move to beat
cone (defender) and then passes into line A on opposite side. Players all follow their passes to next
spot. Both groups go at the same time so that it is continuous.
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Coaching Points:
- First touch
- Passing (weight, accuracy)
- Body positioning to receive ball. Player B can be restricted to different types of turns to open
body
- Timing of checking runs
- Player A plays a long ball into player B and follows pass about halfway. Player B must lay the ball
back off for the approaching player A and then run off to the right or left to receive the ball back
from player A. Player B will then dribble to top and sequence starts again.
Start with two touch and then progress to one touch as players improve
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Coaching Points:
- Passing (weight, accuracy)
- Timing of runs
- Acceleration after combination

-Play 3 vs. 1
-Players work on keeping possession of the ball; you can put in a touch limit to keep the ball
moving
-The player on the outside that gives the ball away or the defender wins the ball from, goes into
the middle
-Make sure players keep close to grid; if you want to play
-Focus on passing and receiving as well as trying to form a triangle (support on both sides of the
ball)
-After some time, you can make just 2 grids and play 3 vs. 2
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